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Good, reliable data is the lifeblood of sales.

When you are able to combine your most useful
data with a world-class interface for managing it,
then you have a distinct advantage over the
competition and a tool that can turbo-charge
growth in any organization.

But getting data into Salesforce, and integrating it
properly with the tools you use is not as easy as it
should be. It needs to be done in a thoughtful,
sustainable way.

The key is to integrate and automate your everyday work practices with the sales engagement platform
you use. More often than not, teams that have been asked to change their tried-and-tested working
methods to accommodate a new process often get frustrated, make mistakes, and quickly abandon the
new workflow.

Ultimately, they end up going back to how they were working before, and you’re left with “Shelfware” –
software which you have purchased that just “sits on the shelf.”

Change is hard, and people resist it without a compelling roadmap and a reason to change.

You need to try and seamlessly integrate new steps into the workflow and provide compelling reasons
why they need to be there. If they get results, the sales team will embrace them.

There are several issues that are hot-button dislikes for sales teams. Having to switch between the CRM
and other applications in order to manually input data, then having to verify that data, are frustrating
and time-consuming that turn people off software.

Manual input is an extremely unreliable method of capturing data and is the primary reason for most of
the errors that creep into your data. Automatic sync with the SEP is the ideal solution for inputting data.
It doesn’t take you out of the task you are working on and provides real-time, up-to-the-minute data
that you can work with.

INTEGRATE YOUR EVERYDAY TOOLS
There’s a good chance that if you’re working in sales, then the primary tools you use for business are
email, calendar, social media, and phone calls. Almost all the data you need to capture and input into
Salesforce will all come from those four communication tools.

A little effort to set up automation and integrate your sales intelligence will save you so much time later
down the line while improving the quality of the data you capture and the speed with which you can
access it.

EMAIL SYNC

Syncing your emails with Salesforce offers a few key advantages. Right from the beginning, you should
decide whether you want all emails synced or if you would prefer reps to decide which emails qualify.

Syncing your mail leads to a dramatic reduction in errors and an improved ability to track email activity
by user and record.

Salesforce integration provides you with these options, speeds up your responses, and helps you
schedule follow-ups time accordingly.

By integrating Groove with Gmail, you can:
●

Update and add new fields

●

Gather updated information about a client

●

Create a follow-up reminder

●

Track the history of your sales interactions

All of this functionality is achieved without ever having to leave your email interface.

CALENDAR SYNC

A key pillar of the sales funnel is setting the next action on your way to the sale. Scheduling requires a
flexible, shareable calendar application that synchronizes the Google calendars with Salesforce.
Meetings, timelines, and schedules are captured and recorded in Salesforce, and you don’t have to leave
your calendar to achieve this.

As with your email, you can decide whether every appointment should be pushed to Salesforce
automatically, or whether individuals can decide to move the data on their own.

Setting meetings has never been easier. Groove allows you to offer a number of appointment times that
are convenient for you to the customer, who then responds with the time that best suits their needs.

SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE
When you are able to route social media posts into Salesforce, you can build a far more complete and
nuanced picture of your customer, their patterns of social media use and the technologies they are
using. This information should shape your approach to them.

The ability to track real-time campaigns and customer interactions across multiple platforms is a
powerful tool for a sales operation. Relationships are deepened, patterns emerge, and consumer
sentiment comes into plain view through the effective monitoring of social media in a sales context.

By using the right tools to sync your email, calendar, and social media with Salesforce, you unlock a
whole new world of insight and engagement with potential customers that should lead you towards
hitting your targets.
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Source
By the end of the year, experts predict that user experience (UX) will make a brand stand out from its
competitors.

When it comes to creating a seamless user experience, many eCommerce brands and retailers overlook
the value of copywriting. While design, performance, and aesthetics are vital, so is the way you
approach your messaging. In many ways, it’s the glue that binds a web page, landing page, or mobile
app.

As an online business owner, investing in your UX and microcopy writing efforts will help you drive more
conversions and increase your sales.

Here, we consider the importance of UX and microcopy writing and look at a mix of practical tips that
will make your online store or website more engaging and, as a result, more valuable.

Why are user experience (UX) and microcopy important?
Typically, every dollar invested in UX offers in a return of $100—that equates to an ROI of 9,900%.
By taking the right measures to offer your customers a seamless, engaging, and personable online
browsing or shopping experience, you will increase your chances of repeat customers.
Considering that 88% of people are less likely to return to a website after a bad user experience, you
can’t afford not to invest in your UX strategy—and microcopy should be an integral part of your efforts.

Good UX and microcopy writing:
●

Is incredibly cost-effective, especially if you know how to do it yourself.

●

Offers an excellent ROI.

●

Helps develop your unique brand voice and tone.

●

Guides potential customers through your online store or website without confusion or friction.

●

Sparks engagement and encourages customer loyalty.

Conversion-boosting UX and microcopy writing tips
Now that you understand the value and importance of UX and microcopy writing, let’s look at how to do
it effectively.

But before we do, here’s a quick definition of UX and microcopy for your reference:

Microcopy is the term used for all of the smaller, actionable, print-sized written content on a website,
landing page, app, or any other form of digital touchpoints. Examples of where you would find or
interact with UX and microcopy include CTA buttons, small print, cursor instructions, captions, error
messages, thank you pages, social media buttons, etc.

Adopt a design-first mentality
The first rule of good UX and microcopy writing is that you must adopt a design-first mentality.

What this means is that it’s essential that you look at the design of the entire page when you’re writing
microcopy. Scan the page as a prospective customer, looking at every design element.

If you’re writing instructional copy to fit under an email address entry box, for example, look at the
content above it and consider where the content would fit best to create a natural flow. If there is a
header above the email input box along with a little intro content, you could place your instructional
microcopy under the box with a short message telling your user what to do and why to do it.

It may look like this:

Enter your email address for access to exclusive news and details.

As you can see, this is direct, actionable, and offers people a real incentive to take action—which brings
us to our next point.

Speak it out loud
Effective UX and microcopy must be conversational. If it's natural, personable, and sounds human,
people will respond to it. So, when you're writing a piece of UX and microcopy, say it out loud.

If your text doesn't sound natural and conversational, you should go back to the drawing board and
make tweaks until it does.
You could use a screen reading tool (an automated voice that reads your text back to you) or get a
colleague to read your copy back to you. Doing so will give you the perspective you need to ensure your
microcopy is as natural, conversational, and personable as possible.

Deliver the message first
When we say, “deliver the message first,” w
 e mean that you should, by all means, be clever, funny, or
witty when possible but never at the expense of what you're trying to say.
If your copy dilutes the core message, you're likely to confuse the reader, hindering the user experience
and reducing your conversion rates.

For example, if you’re a walking boot retailer and are looking to write engaging UX and microcopy for a
newsletter signup loading screen, this will prove confusing:

XX% (**this would be the loading percentage icon**)
We’re just walking up that hill.

Whereas, this will prove informational and engaging:

XX% (**this would be the loading percentage icon**)
The page is loading. We’re walking up that virtual hill, won’t be long.

Don’t write under a CTA box or button
Call to action (CTA) buttons are essential in guiding a customer through your site and encouraging
conversions. The copy contained within your CTA buttons should be short, sweet, and tell the reader
exactly what to do (we'll cover more on effective copywriting soon).

That said, unless there's a particular reason to do so, avoid placing any additional microcopy under your
CTA as it will detract from the messaging and cause friction.
Remember: Your CTA button content is the microcopy—anything extra is usually surplus to
requirement.

Avoid big text blocks and double negatives
When interacting with a web page or product page, most people scan rather than read everything in
depth.

To ensure your UX and microcopy deliver the right message to your users at the right time (and
ultimately, increase your sales), you should avoid using big blocks of text.

When you're writing microcontent, you should always aim to create the biggest impact with the fewest
words. Another essential microcopy writing tip is avoiding the use of double negatives.

Double negatives cause people to stop and think to break down a message. When this happens, you
hinder the user experience. Doing so will lower your conversion rates and, as a result, your sales.

So, as a working example:

No: I do not want to unsubscribe.
Yes: I want to keep my subscription.

Write consistently and actively
Just as you would with your logo, imagery, and main copy, you must ensure that your UX and microcopy
are as consistent as possible. Not only should your microcopy be logical, guiding your users through their
journey with ease, but it must also remain in-line with your brand’s style or tone of voice.

While microcopy primarily exists for functional purposes, it’s also a chance to showcase your brand’s
personality and keep your website visitors engaged at every twist and turn. So, if a piece of microcopy
seems out of place when you’re testing a page, take measures to fix it.
You should also aim to use the active tense (this will prompt positive action and display confidence)
wherever possible, being direct while placing the objective at the front of the message.

For example:

No: Tap here to get your exclusive 10% discount.
Yes: Get your 10% discount right here.

Provide disclosure to avoid information overload
Particularly when it comes to eCommerce or retail stores or sites, there is a lot of information to deliver
in a small space. But cramming too many instructions or too much information into a single web space
can cause information overload, which, in turn, will cause people to leave your site and go elsewhere.

With this in mind, sometimes, using your UX and microcopy to create disclosure will yield the best
results. For example, if you have a product page with a title, subtitle, product description, and item
specs, you could use drop-down boxes to hide pockets of information.

By doing so, you will give the customer the choice to click on the box and engage with the information
they feel is relevant, using your microcopy messaging to guide them through the process.

Micro messages like ‘Read the products specs here’ or ‘Find out why you need to buy’ positioned in the
right place will make your product page cleaner, more engaging, and easier to navigate without
overwhelming the user with information. As a result, you will encourage more conversions and boost
your sales.

“Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Design is knowing which ones to keep.”—Scott
Adams

Making your UX and microcopy conversational while delivering clear, concise messaging at the right
moment of the customer journey will boost your bottom line while growing your audience over time.
Follow these UX and microcopy writing tips, keep it consistent, and you will be successful.

If you’re looking to upgrade your online store and make it more user-friendly, our mobile-optimized and
completely customizable online store templates will help you create an engaging digital shopfront that
will keep your customers coming back for more.

Contact us for more information, and we’ll be happy to help. We look forward to hearing from you.

___
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